THE E-LEARNING CATALYST!

Changing the way you do employee training!

GET STARTED
Sofia Learning Management System is a next generation corporate LMS, the platform enables businesses to scale, manage, and analyse their online training efficiently. The award-winning platform was designed to maximize on user experience. Created by Soteria Investments, Sofia LMS takes a new approach in software design. We believe that complexity is not a necessity when building a powerful platform. This is why our team of developers created a platform that is simple and easy to use, but powerful as well.
REACH LEARNERS WHERE EVER THEY ARE
Reach learners quickly and easily through, self-paced training on demand and the freedom to access the platform from multiple devices.

STREAMLINE COURSE DEVELOPMENT
Create, store and manage courses on the platform quickly and easily. Enhance collaboration by sharing your courses with other instructors, L&D professionals and managers.

GROW REVENUE
Leverage Sofia eCommerce or packaged integrations with other platforms to sell courses worldwide to customers, vendors, and partners.
MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE
Demonstrate compliance through real-time, out-of-the-box reports and dashboards, or build your own custom reports and deliver them through multiple channels.

IMPROVE VISIBILITY
Evaluate your training success and build a bond with learners using precise feedback, real-time reporting, and automated alerts whenever students reach a milestone or finish a course.

COMPLIANCE WITH IT SECURITY STANDARDS

Managing Your Enterprise Training
If you are looking to enhance brand loyalty or overall profitability, Sofia LMS is the perfect start to streamline your goals. With this platform, you continue running your business effectively with little to no strain on productive time by streamlining training automation. Sofia For Corporate Training is an end-to-end external training solution, that allows you to grow revenue, build loyalty, and reduce costs by automating the business side of training customers and partners.
Security and Data Protection

Since security is our business, we worry about the security, and leave you to worry about your business. Sofia by Soteria Investments takes data security measures to great heights. We ensure compliance with all data privacy and data security regulations, employ third party specialists to routinely test our environments, undergo extensive security audits, and support multiple levels of access controls and data handling procedures that maintain data integrity and prevent misuse.

Cross-Site Script and SQL Injection Prevention

Automated Data Backup and Recovery

Database Security and Health Test

SSL Encrypted connections

Secure data storage on the cloud